The organization of the vibrissa-to-barrel pathway leads to several predictions regarding neural responses to The array of vibrissae on a rat's face is the first stage of a high-resolution tactile sensing system. Recently, high-frequency stimuli presented to intact vibrissae. Two central predictions are (1) neurons in this pathway it was discovered that vibrissae (whiskers) resonate when stimulated at specific frequencies, generating will demonstrate frequency tuning reflecting the resonance properties of their somatotopically associated several-fold increases in motion amplitude. We investigated the neural correlates of vibrissa resonance in vibrissa, and (2) the systematic map of frequency tuning across facial vibrissae is conferred to somatotopic neutrigeminal ganglion and primary somatosensory cortex (SI) neurons (regular and fast spiking units) by preral maps.
Introduction
The vibrissa sensory system of rats is capable of highResults resolution tactile discrimination and has served as one of the key model systems for studying the organization Vibrissa Resonance of mammalian sensory processing (Woolsey and Van Figure 1 depicts a typical vibrissa frequency tuning der Loos, 1970). We recently discovered a novel aspect curve. Tuning curves were generated by deflecting a of vibrissa biomechanics that may contribute to percepvibrissa at its distal end with sinusoidal stimuli of contion: vibrissae resonate when presented with a relatively stant amplitude across multiple frequencies ( Figure 1B 
Response Properties of Trigeminal Ganglion and Cortical Neurons
To characterize the influence of vibrissa resonance on trigeminal (NV) or cortical (SI) evoked activity, we recorded single-unit action potential activity while applying constant amplitude sinusoidal stimuli to the distal end of the principal vibrissa (PV) for 500 ms at multiple frequencies (see Experimental Procedures). In SI, a dense sampling (steps Յ 10 Hz) with a 160 m stimulus was conducted in a 200 Hz range surrounding the vibrissa FRF. Because of the higher signal to noise ratio, greater sensitivity, and greater stability of NV recordings, the NV experiments were broadened to include a 50-500 Hz range, and an 80 m stimulus was employed. Single-unit cortical recordings were made from the middle layers of SI ‫059-005ف(‬ m; Figure Zucker and Welker, 1969) . The ratios of sustained mean firing (100-500 ms) to onset firing (0-100 ms) were .92, .34, and .37 for the NV, FSU, and RSU categories, respectively. Second, mean firing rates over the entire stimulus duration (500 ms) were significantly greater for FSU responses (9.91 Ϯ 9.7 Hz, mean Ϯ SD; n ϭ 26) than for RSU responses (1.38 Ϯ 1.61 Hz, mean Ϯ SD; n ϭ 44; p ϭ 0.00008; two-tailed Student's t test; Simons and Carvell, 1989; Lee and Simons, 2003) . Third, peripheral neurons showed the shortest onset 3C). Not all NV units were driven by the small amplitude SE; two-tailed t test, p ϭ .07; Figure 3C ). The probability of significant RSU activity evoked by any frequency in stimuli employed in this study: 17 of 29 responded to at least one of the frequencies within Ϯ100 Hz of the the sample range was also high (n ϭ 37/44), as was the likelihood of finding a BF (70%, n ϭ 26/37). In contrast FRF during the period 25-100 ms after stimulus onset. for all responses in which significant activity could be evoked are shown in Figure 4A . Based on findings described in Supplemental Data (http://www.neuron. .g., 160 m) . This greater dispersion could allow for higher frequency resolution than is initially present in present strong evidence for multiple overlapping maps across SI. the distance between vibrissa resonance peaks.
Frequency-Related Responses in SI
Importantly, RSUs did not show the bias to higher Much of the evidence provided here for a frequency map and isofrequency columns rests on the assumption frequencies observed in FSU frequency tuning curves. The lack of sensitivity of RSUs to increasing stimulation that somatotopy can be extrapolated across our sample of rats, as data were accumulated across multiple anifrequency may result from stronger inhibition at higher frequencies by FSUs, as a consequence of FSU sensitivmals, with any given animal contributing data from Յ3 vibrissae. This inference is reasonable, given the highly ity to higher frequency input ( Figure 4C . Rats could discriminate between these frequencies using a "place code," comneural recording was a strong predictor of its frequency tuning. This relation between the peripheral map and paring mean firing rates between isofrequency columns, with greater posterior map activity indicating lower-frecortical neural tuning is demonstrated by examination of individual FSU and RSU recordings with their underlying quency driving signals (from lower spatial frequency textures) and vice versa. We emphasize that these relative vibrissa receptive fields (Figures 3A and 4A) and by the relation of individual and averaged BF values with somajudgments would not require that the rat "know" the temporal frequency generated by a given velocity contotopic position (Figures 3B and 5B) The present study is an initial investigation of the neural m vibrissa displacements, administered under the curcorrelates of vibrissa resonance. As such, several imporrent protocol, would not have driven neural activation tant domains have not been investigated, and there are in the majority of our NV and SI recordings without aclimitations to the current data set. The present data companying vibrissa resonance (Neimark et al., 2003) .
provide almost no insight into the impact of higher resoIf this contact occurred along the shaft of a vibrissa nance modes on neural activity. We chose not to focus (e.g., at the midpoint), the relative amplitude would be the present report on these phenomena for several techequivalent to ‫06ف‬ m stimulation at the tip, a stimulus nical reasons and because the fundamental mode amplitude that was often unable to drive responses in should provide the largest relative amplification (Landau our sample in the absence of resonance amplification.
and Lifshitz, 1975). Although higher harmonic resonance Even for the largest amplitude stimuli employed in this modes were not consistently observed in our data, they study (160 m tip deflections), the presence of vibrissa were observed in a limited number of recordings and can resonance amplification was often required to evoke a provide significant and potentially perceptually relevant significant response from SI neurons ( Figures 3A, RSU amplification of vibrissa motion (see Figure 1A neural recording in awake and behaving animals.
Vibrissa Monitoring Experimental Procedures
To . Recordings from SI were conducted contratypically showed stronger adaptation to short interburst intervals, lateral to vibrissa stimulation (1-4 mm posterior to Bregma, 4-7 mm a shorter total recording window in which single-unit isolation could lateral), ‫059-005ف‬ m deep to the cortical surface, targeting layers be maintained, and lower overall sensitivity to vibrissa motion, i.e., III and IV as judged by micromanipulator readings and negative a larger tip stimulation was required to drive a significant response. polarity of local field potential activity (Figure 2A, top right) . These Thus, for cortical recordings, vibrissae were presented with singledepths were confirmed by histological reconstruction of electrolytic frequency bursts at 1 s (FSU, n ϭ 13; RSU, n ϭ 31) or 2 s (FSU, n ϭ lesions ‫81ف(‬ A for 3 s) from 6 penetrations in 2 rats. Recordings 7; RSU, n ϭ 19) interburst intervals in randomized order with 500 were filtered (250/300-5000 Hz; Neurotrack and Neuralynx recording ms, 160 m sinusoidal bursts (Ն15 trials/stimulus type). Frequencies systems), amplified (5000ϫ), digitized at 20,000 Hz or 33,657 Hz were sampled at 5 Hz (n ϭ 12) or 10 Hz (n ϭ 58) increments over 15 (cortical single unit recordings), and stored with stimulus markers. or 21 frequencies surrounding the vibrissa fundamental resonance To isolate single units, recordings were further filtered (800-5000 frequency. Neural frequency tuning curves were defined as the averHz), and acceptable "multiunit" (MUA) waveforms (1.5 ms) conage firing rate in a chosen interval after stimulus onset across stimutaining voltage fluctuations exceeding Ϯ4 SD above prestimulus lus frequencies. Similarly, to generate vibrissa frequency tuning activity (0.5 ms minimal dead-time between events) were saved for curves, vibrissa motion amplitudes over the same period following spike clustering using custom-written software (MATLAB). Manually stimulus onset were normalized to the amplitude at the fundamental selected separable clusters of points in multiple scatter plots disresonance frequency (see below). The neural and vibrissa frequency playing maximal and minimal waveform amplitudes, and slopes were tuning curves were smoothed using a 3-point boxcar filter, which then subjected to additional criteria: (1) the autocorrelation function minimized spurious peaks and was significantly smaller than the did not contain spike contamination within (Ϫ1 ms, 1 ms), and (2) neural or vibrissa frequency tuning bandwidths in all cases. firing was stable over the duration of recording. Stability was estiWe estimated the fundamental resonance frequency (FRF) for mated by averaging the evoked response to successive 100 trial vibrissa motion and best frequency (BF) for neural response tuning epochs and requiring that Ն70% of these epochs were within 50% curves. To identify the FRF, successively higher frequencies were of the median epoch firing rate.
evaluated, starting at 70 Hz (NV) or at the lowest frequency sampled (SI), and the FRF was defined as the frequency of greatest vibrissa motion amplitude that also displayed smaller amplification at freVibrissa Stimulation We employed custom-designed high-performance piezoelectric biquencies in a 20 Hz window on either side. A well-defined FRF was found for Ͼ90% of tested vibrissae. The neural BF was chosen as morphs (Piezo Systems, Inc., Q234-H4CL-303X) with a high fundamental resonance frequency (Ն800 Hz, achieved by reducing piezothe frequency that evoked the largest response, at least 2 standard deviations above the mean firing rate calculated in an equal period electric length and attaching a 20 mm light wooden extension), calibrated with optoelectronics and compensating voltage adjustprestimulus onset. Responses observed within 20 Hz of the edge of the sampled frequency range were excluded from BF consideration. ments to Ͻ3% amplitude deviations and constant latencies for 500 ms sinusoidal stimulus bursts from 0 to 750 Hz (30-700 Hz for Average neural tuning curves across the sample were then calculated, centered on either the FRF or BF. For inclusion in this analysis, cortical single unit studies; see Figure 1B , inset, and Figure 6A , top, dashed lines). Voltage commands were generated in MATLAB, sent the following criteria were applied to each recording. First, a neural BF had to exist, so that responses could be centered on the BF. through an I/O board (NI), amplified (Thorlabs or Sensor Technologies), and sent to the piezoelectric. Sinusoidal stimuli were tapered Second, a minimal number of frequencies surrounding the FRF had to have been sampled (greater than or equal to Ϯ0.75 bandwidths at both ends using a sine function (sin(2*pi*t/40), t in [0 ms, 10 ms]) to minimize edge effects and frequency contamination.
of the vibrissa amplitude tuning curve), so that a full tuning curve
